Effective intracellular delivery of oligonucleotides in order to make sense of antisense.
For more than two decades, antisense oligonucleotides (ODNs) have been used to modulate gene expression for the purpose of applications in cell biology and for development of novel sophisticated medical therapeutics. Conceptually, the antisense approach represents an elegant strategy, involving the targeting to and association of an ODN sequence with a specific mRNA via base-pairing, resulting in an impairment of functional and/or harmful protein expression in normal and diseased cells/tissue, respectively. Apart from ODN stability, its efficiency very much depends on intracellular delivery and release/access to the target side, issues that are still relatively poorly understood. Since free ODNs enter cells relatively poorly, appropriate carriers, often composed of polymers and cationic lipids, have been developed. Such carriers allow efficient delivery of ODNs into cells in vitro, and the mechanisms of delivery, both in terms of biophysical requirements for the carrier and cell biological features of uptake, are gradually becoming apparent. To become effective, ODNs require delivery into the nucleus, which necessitates release of internalized ODNs from endosomal compartments, an event that seems to depend on the nature of the delivery vehicle and distinct structural shape changes. Interestingly, evidence is accumulating which suggests that by modulating the surface properties of the carrier, the kinetics of such changes can be controlled, thus providing possibilities for programmable release of the carrier contents. Here, consideration will also be given to antisense design and chemistry, and the challenge of extra- and intracellular barriers to be overcome in the delivery process.